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The Let's Food Cities Project encourages city-to-city
cooperation to foster the transition towards nutritious and
sustainable food for all

Step #3 - Hô Chi Min City, Vietnam
25 FEB -22 APRIL 19
CHINA

{In cooperation with the
The Metropoli of Lyon since 1993}

Vietnam

Hanoï

95, 54 million inhabitants
331 210 km²
Socialist Republic,
one-party communist state
65% of the population lives in rural areas
9.5 million farms
with average size of less than 1 hectare
Main agricultural products: rice, coffee, rubber, cashew
nuts, pepper, tea, vegetables and fruits, cassava, pork,
meat and eggs, fish tra (pangasius), shrimps

LAOS

THAILAND

Ho Chi Minh City
(or Saigon)

CAMBODIA

Hô Chi Minh City

Population of the urban area:
13,648,914 inhabitants
Economic capital
and the most populated city of Vietnam
Agricultural areas changing (Cu chi)
from rice and sugar cane
to livestock, vegetables, and urban agriculture.

Objectives of the mission
Food related topics are essential today to foster the ecological transition of cities
while maintaining the quality of life of their inhabitants. Therefore, the objectives of
each mission are ambitious and multiple:

#1

#2
#3
#4

Assess the food system from production to consumption through distribution,
processing, but also waste management and food governance in the light of the
requirements of sustainable development : protected ecosystem and
biodiversity, fair economy and access for all to a healthy diet (Diagnosis and film)
Propose adapted solutions to local issues, getting inspired by successful French
initiatives (Solutions Booklet)
Mobilize the actors of the territory around sustainable food and create the
necessary meeting opportunity for the emergence of new projects. (Workshop
of co-building solutions, restitution event, market of positive initiatives).
Engage policymakers through the signing of the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact
(Restitution event with local authorities)

Hô Chi Minh City // Metropoli of Lyon
Although Ho Chi Minh City is today almost 10
times more populous than the Metropoli of Lyon
(1.371 million inhabitants), the two cities have
been exchanging since 1993 on urban planning
topics within their cooperation agreement. They
mainly exchanged good practices on:
modernization of the water distribution network,
public transport, etc. The food resilience of the
two urban territories is a new topic proposed by
Let's Food. Thanks to our two focal point Pascal
L'Huilier (Metropoli of Lyon) and Trong Duy
(HCMC People’s Committee) for facilitating
exchanges and ensuring the sharing of the
results and recommendations for a more
sustainable food system.

Meeting with the local food system stakeholders
04/03 to 18/03
>> POPULAR COMMITTEE OF THE CITY OF HÔ CHI MINH
Unique in Vietnam, the local Food Safety Authority was created in 2017 and has 500
employees. It is directly related to the People's Committee of Hô Chi Minh. It is a local
executive body applying national directives (although local governance is gradually
increasing). The People’s Committee leader concentrates the powers under the control of
the Secretary of the Party at local level. We met the Director of this Food Safety Authority,
Pham Khanh Phong Lan, who described the challenges and programs put in place to face
the serious food safety problems threatening the inhabitants of HCMC.

18/03 to 25/04
>> A PRIVATE SECTOR COMMITTED
Having failed to meet or partner with local universities, we focused our study
on the role of private actors in the sustainability of the food system. HCMC,
which is currently growing, attracts many rural people seeking new
opportunities as well as foreign entrepreneurs. From small companies (organic
and nutritious products, vegan products, etc.) still isolated, to export
companies (coffee, fruit, chocolate, etc.), we met a variety of private actors who
are developing sourcing practices, production, packaging and distribution less
impacting for the environment and with more benefits for the Vietnamese
population.

25/03 to 11/04. >> ORGANIC PRODUCERS
Producers with the organic agriculture label in the HCMC production areas (Da Lat and the Mekong Delta) are few in number
because there is no existing national certification, apart from the VietGap, that is a beginning in the restriction of the use of
pesticides. At Da Lat we went to discover the Organik Farm whose owner is Franco-Vietnamese. The use of pesticides is
widespread in this province and produce organic food requires to be isolated from the surrounding plots, which is not easy. In
the Mekong Delta it is no longer the vegetables that are produced but above all rice and fruits. Producers are struggling to
convert to organic because it could threaten their only source of income.

New challenges
Language

The political regime

Our Vietnamese being limited, the exchanges
with the actors have also been, source of some
frustrations. We put together a team of 3
interpreters to translate our interviews filmed
in Vietnamese so that the local population can
have access to our videos!

Vietnam has been a communist state with a
single party since 1975, and citizen
participation is not institutionalized. Faced with
the fears of some actors to be filmed, we made
the decision not to organize a participatory
workshop and focus our efforts on the
dissemination of technical solutions.

LAOS
VIÊT NAM

The Food system
of HCMC
13 million
people to feed

CAMBODIA

Dalat

Hô Chi
Minh

Tay Ninh

Đồng Nai
Vinh
Long

4th biggest rice consumer
country per capita
Increase of meat consumption
(chicken, fish) among the middle
classes
The HCMC province agricultural
production covers 20 to 30% of
the food needs of the city

Cán Tho
Mekong
Delta

The city is supplied by 3 wholesale markets: Hoc
Mon Market, Binh Dien and Thu Duc Markets. There
are also 239 traditional markets, grocery stores and
more than 1000 supermarkets, a figure that has
been increasing in the past years.

Sustainability issues
and recommendations

#1

Preserving the gastronomic culture while reducing the environmental impact
Food habits are evolving towards taking meals outside of home, and eating more and more meat. It is now
important to develop a sustainable and accessible food offer while preserving the Vietnamese gastronomic
heritage.

#2

Ensuring food security: physical and economic access for all

#3

Reduce the use of pesticides and ensure food safety

#4

Vietnam is now self-sufficient in rice but a new urban food insecurity is developing as a result of the rural
exodus. Agricultural areas attractivity and activities must be maintained, while proposing new solutions to
ensure access for all to a healthy and quality diet in both urban and rural areas.

The main challenge is that of pesticides whose excessive use has a long-term impact on the ecosystems and
health of Vietnamese people. We must support the conversion of producers and develop training in
agroecology. Aboveground production is also one of the solutions to encourage.

Reduce plastic waste associated with food distribution and enhance
organic waste by linking urban and rural areas
>> Find here the solutions leaflet

Sharing of the results and follow-up
>> Find here OUR VIDEO
>> Find here OUR PHOTOS ALBUM
>> Find here OUR BLOG

Event n°1
Universities
We were able to screen the video
and discuss our results with the
Saigon Agriculture Incorporation
(SAGRI) and researchers from the
University of Technology of HCMC.

Event n°2
General Public
Built in partnership with La Holista
and the co-working space The Hive,
the final event brought together 11
stands presenting initiatives for
sustainable food (organic producers,
cereals, peanut butter, fruit juice or
cashew milk cheese) and more than
130 participants who also attended
the screening of our film "The food
system of Ho Chi Minh City" . A
success !

>> with the People’s Committee of HCMC

Event n°3
Institutional
While in Hanoi, we presented the
film at the French Embassy to 40
key actors of food and agriculture
in Vietnam: FAO, World Bank, the
World Health Organization, CIRAD,
the Academy of Vietnam or
Rikolto.

Follow-up

The Director of the Food Safety Management Authority directly attached to the People's Committee is particularly
interested in exchanging with France (the HCMC wholesale market is built on the model of Rungis). We will encourage
the signing of the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact and continue discussions on the proposed recommendations.

>> with local stakeholders
We would like to keep the momentum and will propose to the local community to organize other meetings, to keep
the discussion going.

Good News
Inspiring initiatives

How can the private sector contribute
to a sustainable food system?
Organik Farm
and Shop
Organik from farm to fork!

>>> Find the video here !

Kashew cheese
Cashew cheese, 100% vegan

« We Trace » app
A smartphone application to improve
farming practices.

>>> Find the video here !

French Chamber of Commerce
in Vn “Corporate Social
Responsability” platform
Developing sustainable synergies
between NGOs and companies

>>> Find the video here !
>>> Find the video here !

VIETNAMESE MENU

Recipe #1 !
SPRING ROLLS WITH
SHRIMPS
Ingredients
-1/2 carrot
- 1/4 white onion
- 100 grams of shrimp
- 1 tsp garlic in raw shrimp
- 1 tbsp of bouillon cube
- 1/2 teaspoon of pepper, salt and
sugar
Steps :
Grate the carrot, slice the onion into
julienne as well as ginger and shrimp.
Mix shrimp with garlic, bouillon cube
and seasoning. Cook in hot skillet for 1
min, add vegetables and cook for 4 min.
Take hard rice leaves, soak
quickly in a bowl of water, place 1/2
sheet of salad, shrimp and vegetables
and roll to the middle of the leaf. Then
fold both sides and finish rolling.

FISH SAUCE
OR SOJA SAUCE
Ingredients
-

4 tbsp fish sauce or soy sauce
Red pepper to cut into cubes
100 grams of shrimp
1 tsp garlic
1/2 teaspoon garlic
1 tsp of juice

Mix until the sugar dissolves!

Recipe #2 !
CHICKEN CURRY
Ingredients
- 1 big carrot
- 1/4 onion
- 1 pet, or pumpkin or potato
- 1/2 tomato
- 1 baked steam potato
- 1 handful of bokchoy (or
broccoli)

- 1 tsp of coconut cream or
4 tbsp of coconut milk
- 1 small bowl of whole
milk or soya (or coconut)
milk
- 1/2 tsp yellow Vietnamese
curry
- 100 grams of chicken fillet
- 1 tsp garlic, 1/2 tsp
pepper and one salt, 1
broth and 1 tsp sugar

Steps :
Cut the carrot in half and then half-slices very thin, cut the
onion in 2 then peel, cut the pet in thin slices, cut the tomato
in quarter and half, cut the potato already cooked. Cook
chicken in pan for 1 minute, add onion, carrot, darling for 2
minutes over medium heat until onion is soft. Add remaining
ingredients, cook another minute. Add the curry and cook for
another 30 seconds. Add the milk and cream and mix until the
sauce thickens.

Following up on step #2 -What’s new?

Valparaiso, Chile

Béatrice David
LFC volunteer living
in Valparaiso,
expert in
participatory processes

Chile
Region V

Valparaiso
13 april 2019

27 april 2019

Gran Malón

Slow Food

In partnership with Ciudad Emergente, Valpo
UrbanLab, and the Playa Ancha Neighborhood
Commission, Béatrice represented LFC at the
Gran Malón (Neighborhood Festival) in order to
integrate the food theme into participatory
workshops and to think about the social role of
food with the inhabitants of the neighborhood
of Port and Playa Ancha.

LFC teamed up with Slow Food Valparaiso for the
launch event of the "Participatory Map for Food
Sovereignty in Valparaiso" to screen the movie
about the food system. Many activities were
organized in Yungay Square and in the Yungay
Cerro Community Garden.

Meeting with the Municipality of Valparaíso
3rd may 2019
Beatrice was able to meet the Municipality of Valparaiso !!! They are interested in the topic and will reflect with us and
Slow Food to remobilize the actors and build concrete actions! Good news ! To be continued…

>> Find here the VIDEO of

the 1st step about the
Food system of Guanajuato, Mexico

>> Find here the VIDEO of the

2nd step about the Food system of
Valparaiso, Chili

Let’s Food in France !

Alice Deshons
Based in Montpellier,
in « service civique »
for Let's Food
since September 2018!

Finalization of assessments and launch preparation
of the Food Ideas platform
Meanwhile in France ... Alice has finalized the assessment of food systems sustainability of the cities of Nantes and Marseille.
She coordinated the work of the volunteers to prepare the launch of the Let's Food Ideas platform, which already brings
together 130 agricultural and food initiatives spread across the seven French cities. In early April, she was able to discover many
innovative projects by participating in the Days of Innovations and Policies for Sustainable Food (JIPAD) organized by the
students of IPAD Specialized Master in Montpellier.

Clémence Guignard, in 2 months internship for LFC!
"I have been a volunteer for 1 month now, and I love what I do! The atmosphere in the NGO is very friendly.
My job is to identify all the existing initiatives in the French cities and to write a short description for each.
Discovering all these initiatives really lifts the spirits and gives back faith in humanity, we see that things
move and it feels good! An initiative that marked me was La Bergerie Urbaine in Lyon, which is currently
only a project, they are looking for funds, but I really like the principle of grazing sheep within the city. »
Clémence, Master program in agronomy at ENSAIA

Our volunteers of the month!
Aline Deniau
For the past two years,
Aline has been
working in Vietnam for
a coffee trading
company, first focusing
on developing an
alternative direct
sourcing model with
Arabica farmers,
and then developing various agro-services, guiding
farmers towards less intensive farming models, both in
terms of inputs and costs. Aline has a background
which revolves around food, from its science to food
systems sustainability.

Anaïs Baer
Anaïs is an agronomy
engineer and has lived
in Saigon for 2 years.
In a global context of
environmental and
food change, it is
essential for it to
facilitate the flow of
knowledge:
not to reinvent something that already exists elsewhere!
"This is what I like in the Let's Food Cities approach: by
dissecting food systems, it highlights the issues, ideas and
solutions that exist and that can be used by all. "

Thanks to our Partners
And Welcome to the New ones !

Contacts

Social networks

anna.faucher@letsfoodcities.org
louison.lancon@letsfoodcities.org
alice.deshons@letsfoodcities.org

www.letsfoodcities.com

